Celebrating 20 Years of Biosecurity!
Newsletter - December 2020
Volunteers with the Friends of Mangemangeroa (FOM), have continued to
work tirelessly to restore and protect the narrow strip of coastal forest and the
5.25 kilometres of track along the side of the Mangemangeroa Estuary. Within
the group are members who can apply their wealth of knowledge of both
plant growing and pest control techniques to benefit this ecologically
significant area.
After twenty years of planting, the edge of the forest has now been extended
and erosion prone hillsides planted with a variety of pioneer species; cabbage
trees, manuka, karamu, pigeon wood and mahoe. Larger canopy trees such as
taraire, kahikatea, puriri, and kowhai, all eco-sourced from within the forest
and grown from seed by volunteers, are now pushing through the pioneer
species. FOM continues to grow and organise the planting of these species; this
year we had 6000 pioneer species planted and another 120 canopy species to
infill among the pioneer species from earlier plantings. Our
vision is to leave future generations with a vibrant and lush
example of coastal forest.
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Keys to success over the next decade will be the continuation
of our long term planting programme, using seeds collected
from within the Reserves; the control and elimination of pests,
and implementation of an ongoing pest control methodology.
This will ensure that a margin of coastal forest along the
Mangemangeroa Estuary remains a habitat in which native
species, both plant and animal, can exist and reproduce.
Our ongoing development strategy includes:
➢ Restoring previous grazed land through the growing of ecosourced plants;
➢ Intensifying our programme of weed removal
➢ Monitoring and sourcing funds by which pest control can
best be managed;
➢ Collaborating with Council to prioritize work where they
can assist with funding or contract maintenance.

From unrestrained cattle grazing until Year 2000, this
restoration project shows the progress being made in
returning farmland to eco-sourced native trees.

Within this framework we are always on the lookout for willing volunteers, regardless of how much or how
little you know, or how much or how little time you have. Read more on the web site at:
http://mangemangeroa.org.nz/wp-content/uploads/2021/01/Twenty-Years-of-FOM-2000-TO-2020.pdf
www.mangemangeroa.org.nz
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Community Planting
A key to restoration of the Valley has been the planting programme. Typically the Friends have two
community tree planting mornings early in June. Each year the local community are invited to join in these
popular Saturday morning native bush events.
All trees are grown from seeds eco-sourced from the Mangemangeroa Valley. Throughout the year these
have been grown at many planting units around the Howick and South Auckland areas. A typical morning
will see between 1200 – 1500 trees planted. Most pioneer trees go into unmown pasture.

Planting Day from front Page Howick and Pakuranga Times, Photo by Nick Krause
Our volunteers represent a wide cross section of the
community. They include representatives of Chinese and
Indian groups; and a number of schools, who partner with
us for specific activities, at the same time enabling pupils to
increase their knowledge and understanding of
environmental issues in the area, and the impact they can
have on the wellbeing of their local environment. We also
receive financial support, in the form of grants, from the
Howick Local Board, but also active physical contributions
from John Spiller, a Howick Local Board member. Our two
local central government Members of Parliament have also
participated in planting days.
Local Board Member John Spiller with Simeon

Volunteers come along with friends, and children (preferably Brown and Christopher Luxon
12 years or older) for a fun morning. The first event is usually
led by Forest & Bird and the second by Rotary. We meet at
the Reserve’s barn car park 108 Somerville Road, by 8.45am, then walking to a site soon after the safety talk.
The morning generally involves working in pairs digging a shallow hole; planting a tree; placing some weed
mat and a plant protector; then moving to a new site in a safe and systematic manner. The reusable corflute
tree protectors prevent damage from pests and pukeko, who are known to uproot new plants to get at
insects that have been disturbed during the planting process. Volunteers should wear covered footwear (no
sandals), and have rain and sun protection and drinking water. Some planting spades are available, but it is
helpful if people can bring their own, and also a hammer or mallet to instal the protectors. Site conditions
vary from moderately sloping to flat. In 2020 there were no steep areas. 2020 again saw successful plantings
and the target number of trees planted was achieved.
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Recognizing All Our Volunteers
Committee planning; organizing planting days, and developing partnerships with Auckland Council is only
one part of creating the Mangemangeroa Valley Reserves we have come to know and love. There is much
more to creating success than planting days.
The reviving of our mid-week working group
volunteers is a real success story. Their work
includes bush restoration work including
seed collection, tree raising, and planting
and also tackling invasive weed species such
as kikuyu. Within the team a small group
now has a few members who eradicate tree
privets, wattle, pampas grass, moth plant,
bamboo, small patches of blackberry,
climbing asparagus and other significant
invasive plants. These are a few of the items
in the reserves which escape the attention of
contractors. With some of the team walking
regularly through the valley reserves they
see what should be added to their work
schedule.
Each Wed at 9am a band of weeders meet at
the container by the reserve and then set
off to reduce the weed problems. The
blackberry in the gully beside the rotary
walk received a good “going over”, - all in
all a very satisfying couple of hours. Now
the nikau and other damp loving plants
can be transferred to this gully and should
make a very pleasant sight. Craig and
Warwick also looks after trees in FOM
plant raising units at their homes.

Dean Camp. Mick Roberts, Craig Brebner and Warwick Kitchen
– all suitably COVID-19-distanced!

We are pleased to see that the slip below
the bridge is now clear of invasive weeds
and that the native fuschia is surviving.
However, Bolivian fuschia has been
spotted in full flower in 2 areas, as has
some privet in flower. The Bolivian fuschia
is a very bad weed, but easy to spot.

Bolivian Fuschia

Not the least of our volunteers are pupils
from our local schools. Over time as many as 15 schools have been involved, including Somerville
Intermediate, Shelly Park Primary School and Howick College. In 2020, despite the interruptions of COVID19, our volunteers hosted visits from a number of schools. Pupils participate in a variety of activities,
including planting, weeding and pricking out. A small number of pupils from Howick College have been active
in supporting the pest control programme, thus contributing to creating an environment in which birds can
prosper.
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As mentioned, our plantings are based around local seed collection, with propagation taking place by
volunteers. Schools also are supportive of this work. The pictures below show pupils pricking out newly
sprouted seedlings. Other volunteers do the same when required on a Saturday morning at Somerville
School.

The green corflutes are an essential tool to prevent newly
planted seedlings being damaged by pests. However, over
time they break down because of ultra violet. Here pupils
from Shelly Park Primary School have been collecting
degrading protectors to prevent plastic entering the bush and
estuarine areas.

Support from Howick Local Board
The Friends are pleased to acknowledge the approval of our Local Grant
applications. These are very significant contributions to the voluntary work the
Friends can undertake within the Mangemangeroa Valley Reserves.
Without funding support, the Friends would be unable to carry out this
voluntary role in partnership with Auckland Council Parks and the Howick Local
Board.
The grant is being used to extend the rodent & mustelid trapline within the
Kowhai Walk. The balance of funds went towards the purchase of corflute tree
protectors and additional mulch pads. The latter are to help trees currently without them, to survive
anticipated summer drought conditions.
A note of appreciation also goes to Sarah Peters. Community Park Ranger (Wha) for assisting with the
supply of health and safety items and equipment for the Growsafe
certificated members of the md-week team.
We also congratulate the Howick Local Board on the replacement of the steps
at Pohutukawa Avenue. After participating in a track inspection with Council
staff and some FOM Committee members, John Spiller wrote: "I carried on
towards Shelly Park after today's walk-around and checked out the new steps
and path at the top of the Pohutukawa Ave exit track. The storm which
washed away most of the old steps occurred in the 2016 -17 period. All ‘entry’
points into the reserves are now fully operative. The contractor has done a
fabulous job and it is a new route which bypasses some of the old degraded
section”.
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Farewells and Memorials
We are sorry to farewell Jessica Louise Pybus, who passed away peacefully on 6 July 2020 at Metlifecare
Highlands, aged 87, following a fall in February. Much loved mother of Vivien and son-in-law Nic, and wife
of 64 years to the recent late John Pybus.
Jessica was a very personable, gentle and friendly lady. Along with her late husband John they regularly
helped out especially on the Forest & Bird-led community planting mornings. This continued until the very
recent years.
Our Chairman, Allan Riley noted that their “paths frequently crossed on her walks around Howick, when
Jessica asked about or commented on the latest news from Mangemangeroa.” Jessica was a valued
contributor at the reserve and will be missed by her friends and those she shared her love of the outdoors
with.
***********

Two other stalwarts and founders of the Friends of Mangemangeroa Society, Austen Gate and Jackson
McKenzie were recognised in July this year with a special tree planting. This was organised by their family
members, pictured, who added two Kowhai trees to the grove known as the Friends Lookout to remember
these two special people.
The Lookout is a great place to visit and reflect while walking through the southern Rotary Loop entry. It is
a fitting recognition to the work and dedication of Austen, Jackson and also Betty Harris in claiming the
Mangemangeroa Reserve, now a Premier Park within the Auckland City Parks, for the community.
The Friends Lookout has a commemorative seat also recognising founding member, Betty Harris, with the
funding donated as part of her estate.

Austen Gate and Jack McKenzie
contemplate where to plant young
Kahikatea

The Friends of Mangemangeroa
Lookout - - a peaceful spot to take
time out from daily pressure
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Jackson’s daughter Deborah and
grandson Matthew planting their
remembrance tree.

Some Highlights – and Pests
Spring saw some magnificent flowering of Manuka and
Kanuka, attracting many bees. New Zealand has twenty
seven species of native bees (Ngaru Huruhuru) and 13
introduced species. The larger browny/yellow honeybee
along with the fly-like blackish native bees are both darting
from flower to flower in the reserve at present. Native bees
are only out between November and February and are the
best pollinators for our native trees. Source: Ella Rose
Shnapp
Spring also saw flowering of Parsonsia heterophylla, the native jasmine. It is the creeper with the beautifully
scented white clustered flowers seen on the exposed edges of the forest. Within the reserve the marble leaf
or putaputaweta was a mass of white flowers, and expected to be followed by the little yellow bamboo
native orchid. This can be seen on puriri as well as other trees in the reserves

Native Bee

Parsonia Herterophylla

Putaputaweta

Kereru Nest?

A recent school party from Cockle Bay were fortunate enough to see a fantail nest and were able to video
the Mum returning to the nest. Another nest quite close to the reserve, but at the Chisbury end is a quite
well constructed (for a kereru) nest about 40 cm across and shaped a little like a shallow porridge plate.
Hopefully the parents in both cases have successfully raised chicks although no one has seen a kereru chick
to date. This is likely to change with the concerted effort being undertaken by locals trapping or poisoning
rats, stoats, possums and mice. Each of these pests feed on bird eggs.
Another recent pest seen on the Reserves is the Red-Vented Bulbul. These birds unfortunately do a lot of
harm. They steal the food supply of all the birds identified
in the Reserves, and their aggressive nature moves birds
out of their existing habitat. They are also a threat to
horticulture industries because of their love for fruit.
Ministry for Primary Industries want residents to let them
know if they see them. (Source: Ministry for Primary
Industries).
It is disappointing to report that two carmine rata in the
Reserves have both succumbed – one to possums and the
second because the host ponga has fallen over. This just
reinforces the need for ongoing vigilance with our pest control activities.
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News from “Friends of Lot 29”
Not everyone will be aware of the Chisbury Reserve, linking Chisbury Terrace to the Managemangeroa
Valley. A number of properties from both Chisbury Terrace and Estuary Views have property boundaries
adjoining the Mangemangeroa Reserves. What happens on these properties can have a huge impact on the
Reserves – ranging from slips to pests to noxious weeds. Under the leadership of Martyn Neal and Karyn
Gradon, the property owners are collectively very active in managing their properties. Their efforts are being
rewarded by bird sightings, reduced invasive weeds, and the potential to stabilize further slips because of
new planting they have undertaken. Karyn Gradon writes:
“Late September I noticed a brown coloured vine that was growing up a Punga. Following the vine up the
Punga which was approximately 2.5m tall, I could make out that the vine created a plant at the top of the
Punga with small leaves, and noticed the fallen flowers were like our Pohutukawa but much smaller. I sent
photos to Graham Falla to help identify the plant for me. It turned out to be a rare Metrosideros Carminea,
Climbing Rata Vine, Crimson Rata. I could see there were two in close proximity of each other. Allan Riley
suggested to put a possum trap directly beneath this vine, since possums apparently love it. I did as
suggested, and within a week of setting the trap I got a juvenile black furred possum. I intend to try and
collect the seeds. Another day I came across a bees nest that had been made in the ground. Very uncommon
for bees to do this, it is normally yellow jacket wasps or bumble bee that nest in the ground. I phoned a
professional beekeeper, who in his 20 years has never seen a bees nest in the ground. He said the nest was
a small one 400-500 bees. He managed to get the majority of the bees leaving only a few behind that
unfortunately will perish. It was amazing to see the near perfect round pieces of clean honeycomb that he
was pulling out of the ground. I am very pleased to see the spraying of the Climbing Asparagus Fern off
Chisbury Terrace. The work was done for Lot 29 by Wildlands, and paid for with the help of contributions
from shared owners Lot 29. I am busy spraying this invasive fern elsewhere”.

Kereru Nest

Carmine Rata

Native Bee Comb

Health and Safety
The requirements from Council changed a lot with Covid 19. There were some good, sound suggestions, but
also some bureaucracy. The changes required a thorough review of the Friends Health and Safety
requirements, including responsibilities for volunteers helping out in the Mangemangeroa Valley reserves.
One other outcome was a Council sponsored Growsafe weed eradication course aimed at ensuring
participants were aware of many aspects of invasive weed-pest eradication and personal and public safety.
The certificate covered hand-held spraying as well as use of stump and gel paste for species such as gorse,
tree privet and wattle, all of which appear in the valley.
www.mangemangeroa.org.nz
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Five FOM members completed the one day course; Dean Camp, Murray Gleeson, Karyn Gradon, Allan Riley
and Warwick Kitchen. The first major programme was to tackle Convolvulus regrowth and plant release in
our year 2020 planting at the Mangemangeroa Bridge.

Want to be more involved?
The more people who participate, the more we can achieve!
Assistance is always welcome for tasks such as plant raising; weeding seedlings; weed busting, bird watching
and counting; help with children on school planting days; community planting mornings; IT or graphic art
skills; and more..

Secretary:
Contact:

Deborah (H) 09 535 7072

e-mail: debsgrant@outlook.co.nz
Weekly Weeding Group
Contact: Sally
e-mail: sallyannbarclay@gmail.com
Chairperson: Allan Riley
e-mail: allanriley7@gmail.com
Spanning generations ….

Membership
New “Friends of Mangemangeroa” are always welcome. Your financial contributions and practical assistance
enable us to achieve more to safeguard the Valley and its environment for future generations. Our annual
membership fee is only $10 per individual or $15 per family. Applications for membership can be made to
James Lee, Treasurer – at james1128@xtra.co.nz or phone 021682262. Subscription payment preferred by
direct credit to the Society’s bank account as follows:
ASB Bank Limited A/C No.12-3132-0068510-00
A/C Name: Friends of Mangemangeroa Society Inc.,
Please indicate your full name as reference.
As a registered charity we welcome any donations to FOM. All donations are eligible for charity tax status.
An official receipt for all donations over $5.00 issued on request. If you require a posted receipt please
ensure we have your mailing address.
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